Thursday, July 10, 2014

1:30 PM

Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl
33041 NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 Call Greg to
InventSomething! ...Next Revolution will be won by MD
women!
Greg wants to influence 1 Million SWF's into becoming
Futuristic MD women!

inventsomething@live.com
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/photos
850 pages moved to this web link
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.html

7-10-14 Local Key West News by Greg Buell Lovestar. Starbucks
turn off the Electricity for the 1 plug in outlet so all week 5 to
7 days now I only had one hours internet connections to
write and research via serendipity the RxCure for Breast
Cancer. If I can sue them for Stifling the Cure for Breast
Cancer after George Orwell II makes contact I will. Can you
hear the Supreme Court, you are suing Starbucks for Stifling
the Rx Cure for Breast Cancer! Key West Sunset Celebration
turned off their wifi too. This is were I logged on, by were the
Carnival Ships dock. Add insult to injury a cop not in
uniform from Key West told me I was stealing electricity as I
had my Acer plugged in. Cops I said I'm working on a cure
for cancer, cop said unplug it or go to JAIL. Acer PC. Note
Greg must remember is No ElectricWindmillFord Escort gift
for this Key West Cop!! Revenge will be Sweet. Gregs best
revenge for the Top Brass Pedophiles will be getting the Over
Night Miracle Godsent Cure for Breast Cancer. $300 trike
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Night Miracle Godsent Cure for Breast Cancer. $300 trike
repair bill, the axil broke off on a back wheel. Had this fixed
at Island Bikes, going to order a New Trike soon I hope $800
with super heavy duty bearings etc. And Solid Rubber tires as
I have had 15 -20 bike flats costing $13 each since I flew into
Key West with $777 Trillion on 3-4-11. I had to buy a 2 wheel
bike to bike around the island as Roosevelt Construction is
immoral as several bike riders and car crash victims are
dead or in pain for Need Less Road Construction. No
temporary Sidewalks or any high tech Traffic Control
Advances here things you would find in Miami Road
Construction. Over Pass for bikes and foot traffic etc. This is a
Crime by the Road Construction Crew who only work 5 hours
a day 3 days a week! Wow One other thing is Samuels House
spending $12K on 14 cameras. Elmira Leto will never read
this story at Samuels House Key West unless someone who
reads this web page tells her about... A Texas man was
charged with capital murder on Thursday after appearing
at the house of his estranged wife's relatives disguised as a
FedEx driver and gunning down a married couple and four
of their children. Homeland Security will pay for this in Hell
as they know all they do today is guard the Social Security
Office in every town and city in the USA costing us $3
Trillion and coasting women 19K murdered in 2014 as
Homeland Security "Spits" on these murders, Saudi Terrorists
and lots of cash perks from $777 Trillion George Orwell II
has from the suppression of the ElectricWindmillFord Escort
Homeland Security pay check is a scam! Deadly Scam for 19K
women Murdered in 2014.
7-10-14 $3 Trillion spent by Cornell for this... We discovered
that fine-grained patterns of neural activity within the
orbitofrontal cortex, an area of the brain associated with
emotional processing, act as a neural code which captures
an individual’s subjective feeling,” said neuroscientist Adam
Anderson, associate professor of human development in
Cornell’s College of Human Ecology and senior author of the
study, “Population coding of affect across stimuli, modalities
and individuals,” published online in the journal Nature
Neuroscience. iApp for the Gas Lobotomy was not preinstalled
in Cornell's Win 8.2 fix. Grin!
7-10-14 Their findings offer insight into how the brain
represents our innermost feelings – what Anderson calls the
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represents our innermost feelings – what Anderson calls the
last frontier of neuroscience... last frontier of neuroscience...
last frontier of neuroscience... last frontier of neuroscience...
when 19K SWF will be murdered in 2014 Cornell College of
Human Ecology writes in Elite Medical Journals and it will
cost you $50 to read it, grin.
7-10-14 Hippocampus is Memorization HQ... iApps for
"Cognitive Neuroscience"
7-10-14 To Spend $3 Trillion on Memory + Brain Research!
7-10-14 To Spend $3 Trillion... On a "Incinerator for Toilets,
and Trash!" ASAP because the Yale Key West Medical School
built on an Eiffel Tower Structure, stacked with pre built
classrooms, OR's.
7-10-14 To Spend $3 Trillion... Yale Key West Medical School
built on an Eiffel Tower Structure will not plug in to "Keys
Power" our Electric Company here, or connect to sewer or
trash pick up. All this will be invented ASAP.
7-10-14 To Spend $3 Trillion... on Yale Medical Schools in
every city + town that has a "Battered Womans Shelter" like
the one in Key West... Samuels House!
7-10-14 To Spend $3 Trillion... 19K women murdered in 2014
when George Orwell has $777 Trillion to spend on a fleet of
100's of JFK Super Carriers! Short Circuit in the Pentagon +
Pedophiles at HQ.
7-10-14 Elmira Leto will never read this story at Samuels
House Key West unless someone who reads this web page tells
her about... A Texas man was charged with capital murder
on Thursday after appearing at the house of his estranged
wife's relatives disguised as a FedEx driver and gunning
down a married couple and four of their children.
7-10-14 Samuels House in Key West one of 1 million Batter
Womens Shelters in the USA on the Front Page of the Key West
Citizen Newspaper. 14 new surveillance cameras for $14K not
iApple Drop Cams for $95 each. grin $$$ Elmira Leto fells not
a bit worried now today. Leto has no "Memory" of the 19K
murdered SWF in 2014 in the USA by Drunk Men. Leto has no
worries for or about the 10K women who will be murdered
from July to Christmas Day 2014. Sick!
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from July to Christmas Day 2014. Sick!
7-10-14 SPRING Texas (Reuters) - A Texas man was charged
with capital murder on Thursday after appearing at the
house of his estranged wife's relatives disguised as a FedEx
driver and gunning down a married couple and four of
their children.
7-10-14 Memorization Techniques, Rx for the best Memory
was Stifled for MIT War Toy Drones as MIT has a degree in
"Cognitive Neuroscience" but no one is stimulated enough to
get a few $$$$ trillion from Allah, Saudi Arabia $$$$
7-10-14 If your brain has been Stimulated by all this 1,001
iApps Soon to click on and Invent it, the Brains of Man +
Woman!
7-10-14 To Spend $3 Trillion Memory + Brain Research! IBM
To Spend $3 Billion On Semiconductor Research! Intel will
keep the price of Xeon CPU's out of the reach of 3 Billion
people on Earth for $3 Billion in Profits in 2014. This is Greed
by Intel and its in their Brains as honest + moral. Intel has
been infected with the Oil Revenues Virus! The most Deadly
Virus to hit London since the Plague!
7-10-14 To Spend $3 Trillion... On a "Incinerator for Toilets,
and Trash!"
7-10-14 To Spend $3 Trillion... "Detroit’s trash incinerator
has folks raising a stink. Detroit's hulking incinerator, the
largest facility of its kind in the nation, disposes of 3,300
tons of waste per day. But it also releases pollutants and a
terrible odor that affects surrounding neighborhoods
7-10-14 A synapse is a structure that permits a neuron (or
nerve cell) to pass an electrical or chemical signal to
another cell.
7-10-14 A electrical synapse, the presynaptic and
postsynaptic cell membranes are connected by special
channels called gap junctions that are capable of passing
electric current, causing voltage changes in the presynaptic
cell to induce voltage changes in the postsynaptic cell. The
main advantage of an electrical synapse is the rapid
transfer of signals from one cell to the next
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7-10-14 If your brain has been Stimulated by all this a 1,001
iApps; Soon to click on and Invent it, the Brain of Man +
Woman!
7-10-14 "Cognitive Neuroscience" in Paris at "Descartes
University" it encompasses all the fields of knowledge, but the
Brain is for the Elite MD's to dissect "your" Brains Elite,
inventor!
7-10-14 "Cognitive Neuroscience" at Vassar College, A
Program in Cognitive Science, Why then did the Vassar
women who graduated in 1980 let 19K women be "Murdered"
and 40K die of Breast Cancer every year from 1980 to
2014??????
7-10-14 Hippocampus is Memorization HQ... Stimulating
iApp; Invent it! Scientific study of memory is part of
"Cognitive Neuroscience"
7-10-14 Hippocampus is Memorization HQ... Stimulating
iApp; Invent it! Invented by God as this is what Dr. Katrina
would have been thinking about this and that when she
some brain on her index finger and rubbed it around and
around with her thumb things about this tofu not toothpaste
texture!
7-10-14 Hippocampus is Memorization HQ... iApps for
"Cognitive Neuroscience"

7-10-14 Dr. Katrina would have been thinking about this
and that when she some brain on her index finger and
rubbed it around and around with her thumb things
about... In neuroscience, synaptic plasticity is the ability of
synapses to strengthen or weaken over time, in response to
increases or decreases in their activity.[1] Plastic change
also results from the alteration of the number of
neurotransmitter receptors located on a synapse
7-10-14 Hippocampus is Memorization HQ...
7-10-14 Stimulating circuits deep in the brain iApp with
links to help you get started on this Memorization invention
of "Total Recall" will get you a Nobel. Stimulating iApp;
Invent it!
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7-10-14 Hippocampus is Memorization HQ...
7-10-14 Hippocampus is Memorization HQ... Eidetic memory
is an ability to recall images, sounds or objects in memory
with high precision for a few minutes without using
mnemonics. It occurs in a small number of children and is
virtually non-existent in adults. Why? Stimulating iApp;
Invent it!
7-10-14 Hippocampus is Memorization HQ...
7-10-14 Hippocampus is Memorization HQ... "photographic
memory", where someone can briefly look at a page of text
and then recite it perfectly from memory, is not the same as
seeing eidetic images, and photographic memory has never
been demonstrated to exist. Stimulating iApp; Invent it!
7-10-14 Hippocampus is Memorization HQ...World's first
video game arcade machine is a glittery fiberglass wonder
of the Universe of 777 Trillion Galaxies and all are
expanding into infinite space at million miles per hour!
Stimulating iApp; Invent it!
7-10-14 Brainstorming, Electrical storms in the brain,
sharpening your memory by directly recording its goings-on,
and stimulating circuits deep in the brain! Stimulating
iApp; Invent it!
7-10-14 Brainstorming, Electrical storms in the brain...
hippocampus is memorialized HQ.
7-10-14 Hippocampus is Memorization HQ...World's first
video game arcade machine is a glittery fiberglass wonder
of the Universe of 777 Trillion Galaxies and all are
expanding into infinite space at million miles per hour!
Stimulating iApp; Invent it!
7-10-14 Hippocampus is Memorization HQ... Stimulating
iApp; Invent it!
7-10-14 Hippocampus is Memorization HQ... Stimulating
iApp; Invent it!
7-10-14 Hippocampus is Memorization HQ... Stimulating
iApp; Invent it!
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iApp; Invent it!
7-10-14 To Spend $3 Trillion... On a "Incinerator for Toilets,
and Trash!" ASAP because the Yale Key West Medical School
built on an Eiffel Tower Structure, stacked with pre built
classrooms, OR's.
7-10-14 To Spend $3 Trillion... Yale Key West Medical School
built on an Eiffel Tower Structure will not plug in to "Keys
Power" our Electric Company here, or connect to sewer or
trash pick up. All this will be invented ASAP.
7-10-14 To Spend $3 Trillion... on Yale Medical Schools in
every city + town that has a "Battered Womans Shelter" like
the one in Key West... Samuels House!
7-10-14 To Spend $3 Trillion... 19K women murdered in 2014
when George Orwell has $777 Trillion to spend on a fleet of
100's of JFK Super Carriers! Short Circuit in the Pentagon +
Pedophiles at HQ.
7-10-14 InventSomething with iApps... End Breast Cancer
License Plate RXCURE won the War over the QB2UP Combat
Wounded Vet because of God, Heaven + Hell...
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End Breast Cancer License Plate RXCURE won the War over
the QB2UP Combat Wounded Vet because of God, Heaven +
Hell...
7-9-14 Dr. Katrina Firlik acknowledgement... Touching a
Human Brain!!!
7-9-14 Dr. Katrina Firlik acknowledgement... 4 MD Wives
Coup D'Etat to put a end to 1984 II Holocaust II Era of
Poison Gas Exhaust!
7-9-14 Dr. Katrina Firlik acknowledgement... 7 Years as a
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7-9-14 Dr. Katrina Firlik acknowledgement... 7 Years as a
Medical Student resident training taught me to think + act
like a neurosurgeon!
7-9-14 Dr. Katrina Firlik acknowledgement... Enthusiasms
from Random House lighted the 4th of July Fireworks and
grand Finally will be 1,001 iApps from Total Recall memory
to "Put it in the Water to cure that brain cancer" if it works
use it... Dr Nancy Says!
7-9-14 Dr. Katrina Firlik acknowledgement... Death Toll
Climbs as Hamas, Israel Trade Blows, lobotomy mission for
the CIA Drug Czar! Grin!
7-9-14 Dr. Katrina Firlik acknowledgement... Dr. Katrina
didn't acknowledge Herion, Why? SAN FRANCISCO -- Police
have charged a "high-priced out call prostitute" with
manslaughter in the heroin overdose death of a Google
executive on his yacht.
7-9-14 Dr. Katrina Firlik acknowledgement... Probing
Brain’s Depth, Trying to Aid Memory. Its most devastating
symptom is the blunting of memory and reasoning. Scientists
have found in preliminary studies that they can sharpen
some kinds of memory by directly recording, and
stimulating, circuits deep in the brain. Unlike brain
imaging, direct brain recording allows scientists to conduct
experiments while listening to the brain’s internal dialogue
in real time. Epilepsy is one of medicine’s great mysteries. The
seizures that characterize the disorder are caused by
electrical storms in the brain.
7-9-14 Dr. Katrina Firlik acknowledgement... hippocampus is
the very seat of memory formation, and its importance
emerged from the study.
7-9-14 Dr. Katrina Firlik acknowledgement...
"ElectricWindmillFord Escort" $777 Trillion was to much
money even for the Defense Department officials. More than
270,000 veterans of the Iraq and Afghanistan wars have
received a diagnosis of traumatic brain injury. Defense
Department officials have $ Billions in Secret.. ha... Swiss
Bank Accounts. Greed for Oil Money infected the Pentagon as
they spent it on 100 JFK Super Carriers and other MIT War
Toys like Drones! Wow.
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Toys like Drones! Wow.
7-9-14 Dr. Katrina Firlik acknowledgement... Samuels House
in Key West one of 1 million Batter Womens Shelters in the
USA on the Front Page of the Key West Citizen Newspaper. 14
new surveillance cameras for $14K not iApple Drop Cams for
$95 each. grin $$$ Elmira Leto fells not a bit worried now
today. Leto has no "Memory" of the 19K murdered SWF in
2014 in the USA by Drunk Men. Leto has no worries for or
about the 10K women who will be murdered from July to
Christmas Day 2014. Sick!
7-9-14 Dr. Katrina Firlik acknowledgement...
7-9-14 Dr. Katrina Firlik acknowledgement...
7-9-14 Dr. Katrina Firlik acknowledgement...
7-9-14 Dr. Katrina Firlik acknowledgement...
7-9-14 Dr. Katrina Firlik acknowledgement...
7-9-14 Dr. Katrina Firlik acknowledgement...
7-9-14 Dr. Katrina Firlik acknowledgement...

7-9-14 Dr. Katrina Firlik acknowledgement...
7-9-14 InventSomething with iApps... End Breast Cancer
License Plate RXCURE won the War over the QB2UP Combat
Wounded Vet because of God, Heaven + Hell...
From <http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/>
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